
GEAR
The perfect gift for you or your
loved one this holiday season,

now through December 31. 

CATALOG

Get a Willis Music gift 
card for any amount!

Shop any Willis Music 
location to earn Music 
Money Dollars!

FREE Layaway
available year-round



Accessories you will love!

    XCG4 Basic Guitar Stand   

The best deal on the market! Features black Velveteen rubber, extra thick 
tubing, sheet metal leg housing, anti-rotation, a safety strap, and removable 
lower yoke. List $22.99 SGGS219BK

                       Keyboard Stand & Bench Pack   

This is the perfect package for all of your keyboard accessory needs! The 
Single-X stand has a classic bullet-nose pull knob & improved design with 
stronger square tubing! Product comes with bench. List $115.99 SGKPK6500

                                Eclipse Tuner   

The Eclipse chromatic clip-on tuner offers fast, accurate chromatic tuning on 
and off the stage. The tuner features a full color vertical display, auto power-
off, and pitch calibration in a discreet, compact design. Comes in Blue, Green, 
Purple, Red, Yellow or Black. List $29.95 SGPWCT17 ...

                       Speaker Stand Pack With Bag   

This excellent package includes 2 all-aluminum height adjustable speaker 
stands with reversible shafts and speaker stand bag. Stand height adj,  
44- 80”. Bag will hold both speaker stands. List $232.99 SGSSP7950

  Wall Mount Guitar Hanger  

The Hercules Auto-Swivel Yoke Hanger GSP38WB rotates automatically 
to accommodate different shaped guitars or basses vertically and safely. 
It features an attractive wood base for home or studio use. List $27.99 
SGGSP38WB

                          Big River Harmonica   

A version of the Marine Band style harp, it is a great everyday companion you 
can also take to the stage, it holds its own in blues, rock and country playing. 
List $42.00 SG590 ...

$12.95

$69.95

$141.95

$29.99

$12.99

$21.99

All                                     
Cables:
20% OFF with coupon!

All Guitar Straps
 20% OFF with coupon!

All Drum Heads
Additional 10% OFF  
with coupon!

Offer valid while supplies last! Must present coupon. 

Mix and Match! While supplies last! Must present coupon.

Offer valid while supplies last! Must present this coupon

Offer valid while supplies last! Must present this coupon

Guitar Strings
EXP11; EXP16
Buy One Get One 
1/2 OFF!



Acoustic Guitars and Gear

                       D-28 

Vintage appointments, 
including open gear tuners 
& an aged toner top with a 
new neck profile, give D-28 
enthusiasts a modern feel 
and comfortable playing 
experience. Martin has also 
added forward-shifted bracing 
to allow greater vibration 
of the top.  List $3,599.00  
MAD28N

Adult Size Fiddle 

Full size fiddle outfit for 
adults complete with case 
and bow.  List $379.00 FL350

        Artist

A complete bundle with 
everything needed. Start 
out on a high-quality, great 
sounding guitar! Folk body 
size for extra comfort!  
List $539.00 AVAF60AGP

TransAcoustic  

Amazing reverb and chorus 
built right into the guitar. 
Also available in a smaller 
body. List $939.00  
YMFGTAVT

                     Crossover

You'll feel right at home 
on this neck with these 
nylon strings! List $760.00  
CDN12SP

                        
Acoustic Bass 

All mahogany wood makes 
this sound very warm both 
acoustically and plugged in. 
List $375.00 
IZPCBE12MHOPN

$549.00

$599.99

$249.99

$2,199.00

$199.99

$2,899.00

$489.00

$499.95

   
Acoustasonic 40

Perfect for home and 
performance. Lightweight 
contruction and killer tone! 
F2314200000

$199.99 You're In The  
Band Book

This method starts simple 
and gradually increases in 
difficulty while students 
enjoy the music they’re 
learning to play. It includes 
backing tracts so you feel like 
part of the band! Includes 25 
songs. HL00406396BK

$9.99

                     324CE Guitar

A rich-grained mahogany 
top paired with Tasmanian 
blackwood back and sides 
give Taylor’s medium-size 
cutaway Grand Auditorium 
body plenty of tonal and 
visual character. Now with 
V-class bracing! TY324CE

                   S6 Cedar 
Original 

A North American 
hand-made acoustic with 
phenominal sound and 
a great feel. List $545.00 
SE46386

$449.00

                        Goodtime 

Responsive and easy to play.  
So accurate, many pros have 
recorded with them.  
List $559.00 DEGT

         Loudbox 
Mini Charge  

The best seller is now 
portable/battery powered! 
Also with bluetooth 
capability. List $658.00 
FMLBMCHARGE

$299.99



Electric Guitars

        Vintera 50's Telecaster Modified

For players who appreciate the mojo of the past matched to modern features, 
Fender created the Vintera ‘50s Telecaster Modified. Blending classic looks with 
a modern neck profile and fingerboard radius, hotter pickups and updated 
electronics—this guitar packs a surprising amount of power under the hood. 
FE014986235 

         SG Standard   

The Gibson SG Standard rocks the classic looks and features associated 
with the late 60's style SG models sought after by many. List $2,115.00 
GISGS00HCCH1

             SR400 Bass  

Workhorse Ibanez SR400 with active electronics in a gorgeous Dragon Eye 
Burst finish. List $599.99 IZSR400EQMDEB

        TS9 

The classic overdrive, Guitar 
Player Magazine called it the 
best. Plug it in. Crank it up. 
You'll hear what all the fuss 
is about. Tone, drive, and level 
controls. List $169.99 SGTS9

$1,049.99

$449.99

$99.95

        Sheraton-II Pro (ProBuckers; Coil-Split)  

The Epiphone Sheraton™-II PRO honors Epiphone's most influential "thin-line" 
semi-hollowbody electric archtop. List $1,165.00  GIETSPVSGH1

$699.99

        Vintera 50's Stratocaster

For players who want the style and sound of Fender’s golden era, Fender 
created the Vintera ‘50s Stratocaster. Equipped with the coveted features that 
defined the decade—including period-accurate neck profile and hardware, 
along with re-voiced pickups—this guitar has all of the chime and articulation 
that made the Stratocaster a legend. FE0149912373

$899.00

$99.99

$169.99

          RC-1 

The RC-1 is a straightforward 
looper that is easy to operate. 
Experience the fun of looping 
when you record, playback, 
overdub, and undo or redo 
loops using this compact BOSS 
stompbox. List $137.50 SGRC1

             Original  
Cry Baby Wah

The Cry Baby Wah is the most 
iconic guitar effect in music 
history. When it hit the scene in 
1966, it added a whole new layer 
of expression to electric guitar 
players such as Jimi Hendrix 
and Eric Clapton. List $159.30 
SGGCB95 

$79.99

Pedals Perfect for Your Guitar

$1,499.99

         Marine 
Layer Reverb  

Multiple reverb types, including 
classics like Hall and Room 
along with modern marvels 
like Shimmer, make this an 
indispensable pedal in your 
signal chain. FE0234532000

Check out the 
full line of 
Fender pedals ...



Great Quality Amps and Speakers

                             Katana 50 MkII  

Turbocharged with more tones, more effects, and more features. The all-new 
KATANA MkII line-up builds on the core tones and features that made the first 
generation a worldwide smash. Craft your perfect sound from 10 different 
amp characters, and enhance it with five simultaneous effects. There’s also a 
dedicated power amp input for preamps and modelers, stereo expansion for 
100-watt models, updated editor software, and much more. ROKTN-50-2

                           Mustang LT25   

Mustang LT25 is ideal for beginners and students, with a super-simple user 
interface and a collection of 30 presets covering a wide range of music—a 
“greatest hits” of electric guitar tones. The versatile signal chain with high-
quality onboard amp and effects models produces amazing tones, making it an 
ideal practice amp for home or office. List $549.99 FE2311100000

        Tonemaster Deluxe Reverb and Tonemaster Twin

Tone Master amplifiers use massive digital processing power to achieve a 
remarkable sonic feat: faithfully modeling the circuitry and output power of 
Fender’s iconic tube amps. Using cutting-edge technology and contemporary 
features designed for today’s player, these digital amps have the same 
coveted tone, volume and dynamics of the all-tube originals. FE2274100000; 
FE2274200000

                Spider V30 MKII

The Spider® V 30 MkII is more than just a great practice amp loaded with lots 
of inspiring sounds—it also provides the flexibility to make crafting your own 
tones fun and easy. LN990100215

$229.99

$149.99

$219.99

$399.99

$75.95
  GPB3000 

Designed to cut set up/tear down to a fraction of the time,  
lets users pre-wire their FX chains, making it the perfect 
choice for busy guitarists. List $149.95 SGGPB3000

                       BA-115v2

Ampeg tone in a 150W design with performance-driven features perfect 
for the stage. The ruggedly portable design provides a true 60-degree 
sound reinforcement monitor angle that adds clarity in any situation. 
The BA-115 features Bass Scrambler™ overdrive plus flexible tone-shaping 
and professional performance features in a portable, powerful 15 combo. 
AM990151025

Deluxe 

$899.00
Twin 

$999.00

           HX Stomp

HX Stomp™ is a professional-
grade guitar processor that 
delivers the sound of Helix® 
amps, cabs, and effects in an 
ultra-compact pedal.  
LNHXSTOMP

$599.99            HX Effect

HX Effects™ was created for 
guitarists and bassists who want 
Line 6’s flagship Helix® effects for 
traditional amp and pedalboard 
setups. LNHXEFFECTS

$599.99

Plumes Small Signal 
Shredder Overdrive

Plumes™ is a unique, all-analog 
approach to a classic tube-
like overdrive circuit offering 
3 different clipping voices. 
SGPLUMES

$99.99
$249.99           

Downtown Express  
Bass Multi-Effect 

The Downtown Express bass 
multi-effect puts everything you 
need for killer bass tone right at 
your feet. All the bass essentials: 
compressor, 3-band EQ and 
overdrive. FE0234538000



All Things Percussion 

                Imperialstar

"Ready to Rock" kit 
includes all hardware and 
Meinl cymbals!  Available 
in many finishes!  
List $1217.00  TMIP52C ...

    DTX-522K

Upgraded electronic kit 
features a 3-zone snare 
pad, kick drum pedal & 
kick pad for real bass 
drum action, advanced 
hi-hat controller & more! 
List $2,200.00   
YMDTX522K

Jumbie Jam

A yearly favorite!  This 
is a real steel drum with 
a killer sound.  Includes 
base, mallets & songbook. 
List $249.00  PN1058

             Mars 600 
Series Hardware

Medium weight loaded 
with durability & 
versatility, yet affordable!  
All double braced for 
strength.

All Sabian and 
Zildjian Cymbals  
50% OFF MSRP

All series!

             P400TW

Solid bass plate, single 
chain drive creates smooth 
action and incredible 
durability.   
List $239.00 MPP400TW

             T775  

Double-braced, 4-leg, black 
vinyl, saddle throne with 
backrest. Spindle height 
adjustment.  
List $275.00 MPT775

$479.00

Starting at

$699.00

$269.99

$53.99

50% OFF

$799.99

$199.99

$99.99

$149.99

For all product descriptions  
go to willismusic.com/shop

           Synergy  
Wood Bongos

These real wood bongos 
feature 6" & 6 3/4" shells, 
natural rawhide heads, 
black powder coated 
hardware, 8 tuning lugs. 
List $84.00 TO2100 

                  Roadshow

Start the right way! 
Complete with everything 
you need. Available in 
aqua blue glitter.  
List $799.00  PERS505AQ

                Cajon  
CJ-ELART-01            

Great separation of bass 
and snare. Made with 
select pieces of mohena, 
muskwood, and walnut 
woods with dovetail 
joints. Beautiful!  
List $385.00   
APCJELART01

                       DTX402K

Helps beginning 
drummers build skills 
quickly with a fun and 
interactive experience.  
List $899.00 YMDTX402K

$499.99



Fantastic Deals!

                                P515B  

The flagship series digital feels and sounds 
amazing. It's a customer favorite by far.  
List $1,999.00  YP515B

        Studio 
Ultimate Bundle

Produce and record like a 
pro with a single-purchase 
bundle! List $399.00 
PRABOX96KU

      Portable  
Stereo Recorder 
DR-05

Never miss another take! 
To make recording with 
the DR-05 as easy and 
fool-proof as possible.  
List $149.99 TCDR05

       Black 
with Bluetooth  
SE-215

SE215 Sound Isolating™ 
Earphones provide award-
winning sound in a secure, 
over–the-ear design for 
long-lasting comfort and 
immersive audio.  
List $186.00 SGSE215KBT1

        Monitor 
Heaphones: Black/
Over the Ear

It takes a true original 
to become an industry 
standard, and since their 
inception, Yamaha’s 
NS-10M studio monitor 
speakers have become a 
mainstay of professional 
studios. List $189.00 
SGHPHMT5

Handheld  
Microphone  
with Switch

You don’t have to 
compromise your sound 
quality with this top notch 
mic. List $69.99 SGPR725

       58 Vocal

Rugged construction, 
a proven shock-mount 
system, and a steel mesh 
grille ensure that even 
with rough handling, 
the SM58 will perform 
consistently, outdoors 
or indoors. List $124.00 
SGSM58

BETA 58A

It has become a leading 
choice among vocalists 
and touring professionals 
worldwide. List $199.00 
SGBETA58A

$1,499.99

   DJ  
SlimPACK 56 Bundle

Perfect for the mobile 
entertainer, this packahge 
includes four wash lights, 
DMX controller, and four 
10-foot (3m) DMX cables 
conveniently packed in a 
VIP Gear bag. List $529.99  
CHSLIMPACK56

             MODX 8  

Yamaha's latest and greatest at this price point. 
Many upgrades from the wildly popular MOFX8! 
List $2,499.00 YMODX8

$1,999.99

$299.95
$79.99

$149.99
$99.99

$59.99

$99.99

$159.95

$359.99



We look forward to seeing you!

Willis Music Locations:

 
Uke Straps

The full line is made from an 
Eco-Friendly fabric, made from 
recycled water bottles, and is 
super comfortable. List $55.00 
SG19UKE00...

$249.99                     ZCT Tenor

Ziricote features a rich, 
dark, chocolate brown 
wood accentuated by a 
honey blonde sapwood in 
the middle. List $350.00
KAZCTT

$139.99                      KA-TG

All mahogany wood 
enhanced with a high 
gloss finish. Very popular 
tenor size. Other size ukes 
available for less.  
List $190.00 KATG

$199.00                        25T

Beginners and 
professionals alike will 
appreciate the 25T's good 
looks and easy playability.   
List $255.00 CD25T

$199.00
                   SPST-C

The Lanikai SPST-S is a 
beautifully crafted soprano 
ukulele featuring a solid 
spruce top and morado 
back and sides that deliver 
full, classic soprano uke 
tone.  List $319.00 LUSP5TC

          Ukelele 
Humidifer 

Maintaining your instruments 
humidity level is essential to 
preserve its playability, sound 
and integrity. List $17.35 SGUHP

Standard 3 mm Uke  
Felt Pack

Traditional picks produce a 
harsh tone on the ukulele, which 
is why felt has been the go-to 
material for ukulele picks for 
years. List $10.00 SG1FLT904

Ukulele

$32.99
$32.99

$6.99

Kenwood  
8118 Montgomery Road 

Cincinnati, OH 45236
(513) 252–0445

Florence 
7567 Mall Road 

Florence, KY 41042
(859) 525–6050

Lexington 
130 W. Tiverton Way 
Lexington, KY 40503

(859) 273–4063

West Chester 
7850 Cox Road 

West Chester, OH 45069
(513) 777–7474

Eastgate Mall 
4601 Eastgate Blvd. 

Cincinnati, OH 45245
(513) 752–6341

willismusic.com


